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November shoo
By BONNIE IERDAN
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Arnold said' that Robinson backseat of the defendants' car
changed his plea to gusty and testified that when he asked
during the trial Tuesday against to get out, Robinson had threathe advice of his attorney, tened to shoot him, too, Arnold
saying, "All I want to do is tell said.
"It was David Robinson's
birthday," Arnold said. "He'd
only been out of jail three weeks
after serving two yens."
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Assertiveness is your right
By NANCI RITTER
Assertiveness, says Kathryn
Katz, a staff member of Spectrum Psychological Service?, "is
the direct expression of y mr
feelings, opinions and rreforences, in a non-threateninr; men
ner."
Katz Is involved in individual counseling, group counseling
and consulting work in areas
which include management,
assertiveness and communications. Her background includes
work in both inpatient and outpatient clinical settings and has
most recently served on the
faculty of Forsyth Technical
Institute as a classroom instruc-

Katz conducted an cssertiveness workshop last Tuesday in
Thurmond. Approximately one
hundred students and faculty
attended. It was Katz's first
college student oriented work
shop and also the first workshop
where she had both male and
female attenders.
Katz said the reason for men
not usually attending assertiveness workshops Is that for a man
to admit he is non-assertive is
very threatening. "The fact that
you are a woman being assertive
ts sometimes very uncomfortable
for other women and other men
who don't particularly see

assertiveness as something that
women should have -- but that's
their problem." she said. Katz
added, "Your energy should be
spent in problem-solving, not degrading yourself or anyone else."
During (he workshop Katz
referred to Manuel J. Smith.
Ph.D., author of WHEN I SAY
NO, I FEEL GUILTY. Smith
discusses the BUI of Assertive
Rights. The first right states:
"You have the right to judge
your own behavior, thoughts,
and emotions, and to take the
responsibility for their initiation
and ^consequences upon yourself."
A question was raised concerning n on-assertiveness versus

assertiveness versus aggressiveKatz commented that when
ness. Katz said that non-asser- dealing
with personal mistakes
tiveness simply means you do and failures
tend to
not challenge the way people spend all tl.cirpeople
energy doing a
treat you. Assertiveness is think- number on themselves,
instead
ing and acting in ways that stand Katz suggests that you ask
yourup for-your personal rights. self what can you do to change
Aggressiveness is standing up for the situation and what are you
what you want regardless of the willing to do to change it.
rights and feelings of others.
Katz emphasized that you
"The essence of a lot of
not hope that people
assertiveness is the changes of should
read your mind. Be dear
value systems, feeling okay will
specific
direct. Admit that
about ir.«k:ag a mistake, feeling you madeand
mistake. Instead of
okay about not understanding spending alla your
energy defend
something," Katz said.
ing yourself against the criticism
Assertiveness implies a sense listen to what is being said:
of honesty and- directness. The decide if the criticism is valid
fifth right states: "You have the
NEXT WEEK: Assertively
nght to make mistakes - and be coping
with the great manipularesponsible for them."
tor: criticism.
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Vail-the father of CYLUC-W Consortium
Public Affaire Release
It all started over breakfat-an Informal gathering of
eight school superintendents and
the naw president of Winthrop
College.
Si* yean later, the CYLUC-.
W Consortium is a thriving
model, the only one of Its ilnd,
of what can happen when public
school and college administrators put their heads together
to find solutions to educational
problems.
Winthrop Co!i»je P-.esli<ent
Charfes Vail, father of the consortium concept, says moat
school-college efforts of the past
have not worksd well because
top management had no Initial
or continuing role. "Top
management cannot be Involved
In programmatic roles," he said,
"but It must be Informed and
In agreement because that Is the
level at which there Is the ultimate accountability."
There Is a matter of protocol
also. Vail Illustrates this point
with a backyard parallel.
"Your backyard grass needs
cutting and your neighbor on his
own comes over and cuts it.
You don't know whether to be
grateful or mad-grateful to get
the grass cut, or mad because
this guy does something to your
yard without permission," Vail
explains.
"This describes —""it's been
happening In education for too
long. State agencies, private consultants, and college faculties

have been moving Into the
school systems with programs
and Innovative ideas without
consulting top management"
When college faculties wanted to conduct a project in the
public scfaoois, they were directly to the teachers concerned, or
Invited the teachers to the
college campus for discussion.
Similarly, when the school teachers encountered a problem, they
usually went directly to a
college faculty member. There
efforts seldom achieved the
optimum results and rarely had
lasting benefits, even In those
Instances of greatest promise.
Vail contends that efforts often
failed because there was a breakdown of protocol: the top
officers of schools and colleges
were not Involved at the outset,
hence knew little or nothing
of the projects. The "backyard
parallel" was at work, and
there was often Ignorance of
other school system-wide considerations-priorities, ftindlng,
and board policy.
Through the vehicle of the
CYLUC-W Consortium, the top
management of school districts
and the college meet to discuss
projects of mutual Interest, all
of which arise from concerns of
school and college faculties.
Profits devised by these faculties not only get approval of
the Consortium Board but active
support and, on occasion, financial backing. Protocol is met In

run.

Vail makes the careful distinction that the CYLUC-W
Board of Governors does not
get directly Involved In projects but rather establishes agreements which dear the way for
the projects to happen.
Since that breakfast of 1973,
the Consortium, which draws
It: name from the counties and
colleges Involved (Cherokee,
York, Lancaster, Union, Chester,
and Wlnthiop), boasts many schievements Including:
-A series of networks composed of school and college
teachers who report problems,
compare solutions, exchange Information, and work together to
produce new developments. Networks exist for English, reading,
mathematics and special education teachers plus library officers.
--A Secondary Network, comprising the high school principals, provides a new forum for
consideration of Issues ranging
from legal liabilities to competency testing to curriculum reform.
-Exploration of joint ventures with the South Carolina
Educational Television Network.
-A Competency Testing Project centered at Winthrop.
-Workshops oh physical plant
operations, school finance, and
legislative programs.
-A combined insorvice day
for all school districts which
involved more than 3,000 teachers in a program planned by a

task force of teachers. The day, »al fund, of any ldr.d. Its
now an annual event, Involved success has been the good wfll
gueti speakers, a book fair, and and total cooperation of the

"Top management cannot
be involved in programmatic roles. . . . "
other events of Interest to
the teachers.
When the litany of accomplishments was presented In
December to a gathering of
state legislators representing the
consortium area, the lawmaker,
were gratified to leam that the
work of the consortium has
been conducted without exter-

partlclpants.
"We've done It without a
dime from outside our own
budgets and without specific
staff," Vail explair*. "It has not
cost much-just a little transportation money and a meal
here or there-to get people
together for constmctive conversation."

Physicians hours longer
Crawford Health Center began new hours for physicians late
in l u m b e r , according to Anne S. James, R.N. The hours are
increased and will be as follows during the fall and spring semesters, while dasses are In session:
Monday
9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Tuesday
9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Wednesday
9 am. to 12 noon and Gyn Clinic, by
appointment only 1:30 to 4:30 pjn.
Thursday
9 ajn. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p j n .
Friday
4 to 6 pjn. (Sick call)
The open hours for the Health Center will remain the same, 8
a.m. to 7 pjn. withregisterednurses on duty at all times.

& GARDEN SHOPPE

USED FURNITURE—ANTIQUES—COLLECTIBLES
FURNITURE
609 CHERRY ROAD 327-4S58 ROCK HELL, S.C.
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Ebonites sponsor Black Week
Public Affairs Release
Talent and fashion shows, a
Mr. Ebonite Pageant, a ball and
an alumni basketball game are
all scheduled to be a part of
Black Week that will be celebrated at Wlnthrop College Jan.
27 through Feb. 2.
The week was planned to
coincide with ihe beginning of
National Brotherhood that Is
being .observed nationwide during February.
Black Week Is an annual

event at Wlnthrop sponsored by
the Association of Ebonites
(AOE), an organiiation designed to promote an Interest In
black culture.
"It's a week for everyoneboth black and white," says
Fran Smith, a junior from
Greenville who Is coordinating
Black Week activities. "Well
start off the week together
with a choir presentation and a
campus-wide worship service,
and we expect to end the week
united."

Wednesday, Jan. 30-Mr. Ebonite pageant at 8 p.m. In TH1min Building.
Thursday, Jan. 31-Fashion
Monday, Jan. 28--Guest show, featuring students modelspeaker, Barbara Richardson, ing clothes from their own
CETA (Comprehensive Employ- wardrobes, at 8 p.m. In Tillment and Training Act) direc- man Building.
tor for Greenville County, S.C.,
Friday, Feb. 1-Semi-formal
at 6 p.m. In Tillman Building. black ball at 8 p.m. In McBryde
Building.
Tuesday, Jan. 29-Talent
show, open to students and
faculty, at 8 p.m. in THlmsm
Building.

The week's scheduled activities Include:

Saturday, Feb. 2-Alumnl
basketball game at 4 pjn. in
Peabody Gymnasium; disco and
show, presented by Cosmo Productions, at 8 p.m. in McBryde
Building.
All Black Week activities are
open free to the public.
AOE faculty advisor Is Tom
Shealy, assistant professor of
Latin and French.

CBS features WC
Public Affairs Release

CETA Director to speak
Public Affairs Release
Barbara Richardson, CETA
(Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act) uliector for
Greenville County, S.C., will
deliver the keynote address during Black Week at Wlnthrop
College Jan. 27 through Feb.
2.
Mrs. Richardson, a licensed

minister who has a master of
science degree from Clemson
University, was a high school
dropout for 10 years before she
went back to school to get a
diploma and two college degrees.
As a county CETA director
she Is responsible for planning
and directing programs that aid
economically disadvantaged chll-

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.

LJ00K

I FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP
328-6394
328-5795

SPECIAL!

|

dren and adults ages 14 through
55.
Sue has been the recipient
of numerous community service awards for her work In
counseling young people.
A resident of Greenville, she
is married to the Rev. Franklin
D. Richardson Jr. Her mlnlstiy
is with the Shadyoak Baptist
Church of Greenville.
She will speak at 6 pjn.
Monday (Jan. 21) in Johnson
Building on campus. Her speech
is one of a number of events
scheduled for Black Week which
was planned to coincide with
the beginning of National
Brotherhood Month observed
nationwide during February.
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ROCK HILL-The Travelers Rest High School Marching Bind
and Wlnthrop College win be feaWredtaalO-mtaute segment
on the CBS network television program *30 Minute..
A special airing of the program can be seen iit£ p a S a t o y .
Feb. iTon WSPA-TV, Channel 7, Spartanburg- Only WSPAwffl
air the popular children's news program locally that is normally
560

Atlantic"Coast Conference (ACC) basketball on Jan. 26, when
the segment will be aired nationwide, is preempting the program
on CBS-affiliate stations in the area.
. .
Ljst August, a CBS crew filmed the Travelers Rest band while
band members were on Wlnthrop's campus attendJnj a summer
band camp. Bob Rubin. "30 Minutes" producer, saidh.wanUd
to find ou' what goes into producing a prfze-wtanlng high school
band and how a group of youngsters can pe..oxm intricate field
maneuvers and still make music.
.
The segment that resulted from the filming follows the band
from the time it originated through its performance*! ball games
and contests. Scenes of Winthrop's campus and a mention of the
college are included.
• .
,
The show's host is Christopher Glenn, who Is best known tor
his reading of CBS news briefs called "In the News Saturday
mornings.
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TUES.-WED.-THURS.

SPAGHETTI, INCL. TEA & <JARLIC BREAD $1.50
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS, ACROSS FROM OAKLAND AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH
A 3-MINUTE WALK.
HOME-MADE ITALIAN NO FROZEN FOODS USED IN PREPARATION
ALL PIZZAS AND DINNERS - 50$ OFF MENU PRICE
F _,. r a
PIZZA fcxtra
Tomato and Cheese

I

|

!!!!!..

2 *50 ° *

Mushrooms
o sn
Italian Sausage
2.50
J.oo
J.3
techoyie...........
::|;5S:::;3.5O::::4:.OO
i S S t Soif?Sr^id..3.50....4.50....5.00
LOIGI'S ITALIAH SPECIALS
Veal Scaloppine
3-50
Veal A La Cacciatora
3-50
Veal and Peppers
3.50
Veal Parmigiana
Veal Cutlets
:
Egg Plant P a r m i g i a n a . . . . . . . . . . . .
.,sn
One-Half Chicken A La Cacciatora
3.50
One-Half Chicken S a u t e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 3 . 5 0
One-Half Broiled Chicken I t a l i a n Style..3.50
Sausage and Pepper A La Cacciatora
3.50

4MPRTrAN

OAN™ICHES

AMERICAN SANDWICHE
Hamburger
.-oO
Ch^es^urger•••••••••;• *; jg
BacoA, Lettuc4",'Torato'.iloo
Grilled Cheese
60

FOR ALL WN
i THROP COUtGt
AND YORK T K H SIUMNIS
SPAGHETTI

AND MACCHERONI
s ^ t t i » i t h t<—to s»»ce
- - - -|-gg
Spaghetti v l t h B u t t « S a u c e . . . . . . . . . . .2.00
l £ S £ S l I l t h Meat Balls
2.75
spaghetti with Italian Sausage
3.00
spaghetti with Garlic and Oil
2.00
3. o
S p a g h e t t i with Mushrooms
2./5
R a l f spaghetti and Half Ravioli
Rigatoni
4c
Ravioli (Meat)
1 ,
,
.^ - 1 ^
US ODOUT 0Uf S I N K S i « MSUIUUU
DQD mA WINF
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Hie world ain't what it used arose detente. For America, atomic armageddon, certain
to be. Just ask Jimmy Carter.
detente amounted to a policy technological breakthroughs (esPolitical turmoil and military of appeasement in hopes of pecially In solar power), and
conflict In Iran and Afghanistan assuaging Soviet paranoia. For lots of luck can carry humanity
have hit American leaders like a Russia, detente presented a across the chasm. '
cold slap in the face. A new era chance to catch up with the
If we don't run out of oil
in American foreign policy Is gigantic thermonuclear arsenal along the way.
now unfolding. The thin veneer the United States has accumuOil. The blood that makes
of cooperation and diplomacy lated. It also provided the our industrial civilization flow.
Winthrop h n a better record than many colleges of Inpervading international relations opportunity to make inroads The precious commodity that
dueling students' opinions when making Important
since World War Two Is bending, in strategic areas such as the transforms third rate Arab sheikdecisions. If I had made this assertion at this time last year,
cracking, and beginning to shat- Middle East and Africa. The doms into world powers. It Is
I would have been laughed off the page because at the time
ter.
Russian advances were made oil which will be the big prize
many students were concerned about administration's
The history of humanity Is- possible largely because of the In the coming years of condecision to dose MacFeat nursery and the Withers kindergarten.
replete with wars, power disillusionment spawned in Am- flict. Leading industrial nationsstruggles, feuds and alliances, erican minds by the social, America, Japan, Europe, and
For those who are new this year, MacFeat, the little
and
a general domination of economic, and political waste- Russia-must have oil to surnursery behind the cafeteria, was scheduled to be dosed
world events by a handful of land called Vietnam. (A justified vive. When it comes down to
because President Vail believed that it was not serving Its
powerful
states. It was survival demoralization. We realized our survival, you do what you have
purpose in preparing students majoring in elementary eduof the fittest. Military action government used thousands of to do. When the world runs
cation for real life situations. The students disagreed and
was a frequent tool of foreign young people as pawns In an short of oil, diplomacy and
had to put up a tremendous struggle to convince the adpolicy.
unjust political war.) In the cooperation will be forgot.
mlaktRtton to keep MacFeat. The efforts paid off, and
World War Two changed all 1970's Russia gained new surroMacFeat is still a functioning asset to the campus. (The J.
Already the scenario begins.
that. With tlie taming of the gates in Angola, Ethiopia, and Iran is gripped by near-anarchy.
will feature the nursery in an upcoming issue.)
atom, humanity suddenly had Yemen, and new allies in Libya, Khomeini's regime cannot enThis year the tendency to regard students' opinions as
the capability to destroy Itself. Iraq, and Afghanistan. Cuba be- dure amidst the ruins of a
trivial, unnecessary factors in major decisions has not been
Two superpowers have emerged came their mercenary agent in shattered economy. Nor does
a problem. Rather, better communication between stuthat have dominated the world Africa and Asia. Vietnam, with any faction or group seem
dents and administration has been improving. One innovasince then, and which could Soviet backing, continued its poised to assume the lead.
t.ye contribution aiding communication is the Student
lay
waste to the world with campaign to subjugate Indo- Russia has subjugated AftfianbLiaison Committee. Organized by Dean of Students Jeff
their nudear arsenals. This real- china. The sapping of American tan and now is poised to strike
Mann, this committee is a group of students who meet
ization sent shudders of fear will opened the door to Soviet Iran if the opportunity arises.
with President Vail and other college officials once a
around the civilized world. The expansionism.
month to discuss problems and complaints, as well as
Troops are massed on Iran's
United Nations provided a
changes In policies and procedures.
The uncertain fate of 50 Afghan border and to (lie
forum for dialogue, if not much
With the proposed change in attendance policy, howin Ruala.' The Soviet
else. International relations Americans in Tehran stopped north,
ever, I see a decision that was made completely IndepenUnion is ahead of the United
assumed a more civilized foim. the opening of that door. The States
dent of student Involvement. The proposal was passed
in preparation for a
Russian
invasion
of
Afghanistan
The United States became
unanimously by Academic Council December 10 and
potential oil war. It has puppets
leader of the "free world" and may slam the door shut.
would have gone before the faculty for approval January
Americans are getting pissed and allies located all around the
began playing an international
15 without students knowing anything about it, If SGA
oil-rich Persian Gulf region (in
chess game with the Soviet off.
President John Hayes had not urged President Vail to delay
America
is getting angry be- addition to a couple OPEC
Union. The power struggles conthe meeting of the Faculty Council. Hayes found out about
tinued. New variables in the cause the rules of diplomacy, allies).
the proposal through Academic Council's one student
The United States has allies
equation-atomic
weapons, and the spirit of negotiation it
representative.
worldwide telecommunication. worked so hard to establish in Israel, Egypt, and Oman,
If Hayes had not been on his toes, the attendance polno.ie
of which has any oil to
are
crumbling
under
the
weight
Western dependence on Arab
icy, in which credit for courses depends upon the number
oil-called for new rules. Es- of nationalism, religious fana- speak of. We have a good workof times a student misses dass, would already be in effcct
ing
relationship
with Saudi Arapionage and covert activities ticism, and economic turmoil.
for next year. As it now stands, students may not be able
achieved, a greater prominence. And the Soviet Union is taking bia which Is crucial to American
to affect the decision auyway, but at least they have more
The war turned cold but con- advantage of, even aggravating, stakes in the game.
of an opportunity to do so if they feel it is necessary.
The Soviet Union has displaytinued unabated. The stakes tensions in the world.
Hie Faculty Council meets in March to review the proposed
were high and the players were . The uncertainty and unpre- ed a preparedness to take milipolicy. If students don't want a new attendance policy,
tary action to protect itself
dictability
of
the
wodd
situascared.
now is the time to speak out.
Bonnie Jerdan
and its Interests. It would be
From this philosophy of fear tion have put us at the brink naive not to suppose Russia
of a chasm. Restraint, fear of an
will invade Iran or another oilrich nation in order to keep
its motor running. Of course,
CoHcor P r t u
that would mean war with the
United States.. We could not
win a conventional war against
the Soviets. They have far more
troops, weapons, and armor and
could easily overran the Middle
bast, or even Europe. America's
strategic (nuclear) superiority is
useless. So what if we can obliterate each other. If war with
Russia actually occurred, could
we willfully start the chain reaction that would destroy civilization?
American resolve Is also susA DM
pect. For at least a decade
appeasement has been central
to American foreign policy toward the Russians. Only with recent events in Southern Asia
nave the tumblings of dlscontent become vocal and sustained. America may be getting
over a feeling of guilt for being
a wealthy superpower. A loss of
Arab oil would quickly grind
Western nations to a halt. Such
• W W prospect should motiIf 1 A ,!? erica ' on" the rest
D - • 85 m u c h 3 5 " does
TUE. MILITANTS UM/the
P Russians. The American
government must stand firm in
the near future, and protect
our friends and interests (viz.,
' , ' f - w ant to maintain
our freedom and way of life.

Students' role in
attendance decision

if

"WE REJECT THE VICIOUS LIES THAT WE ARE NST STUBiNTB' ALL
BEEN ENROLLED IK EXTENSION COURSES AND ARE MAINTAINING THEIR EUSIBUJTJ7'
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Why does it take a crisis?
By Stephen R. Cibble, Chairman, College Republican
National Committee
As I sit here and write this
column, the Iranian students'
takeover of the American embassy In Tehran is in Its 60th

day.
All across the country on
America's colleges and universities there has been a resurgence
of patriotism. College students
have been showing their allegiance through demonstrations,
rallies, and candlelight vigilances.

letters,
Thanks to many
Letter to the editor:
Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity would like to thank all the
organizations who worked so hard on service projects this last
year. Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta
Zeta, and Sigma Phi Epsilon participated with Zeta Tau Alpha
in a very successful holiday canned food drive for needy families.
We are also grateful to all of the organizations, R-A.'s, students
and parents who contributed well over 6,000 cigarette packs,
each 1,000 representing one free day on a kidney machine to
needy patients with kidney disease.
Cherry Wyatt
Service Chairman

An adult minority
To the editor:
Another right is being taken from the students of Winthrop
College. The students at W.C. are losing the rigltt to choice.
A right most adults possess is being denied to the students of
this school.
I am referring to the Academic Council's decision to handhold students through classes by requiring them to attend 26%
or the professor's discretion of attendance.
I can understand the requirement for certain lecture-oriented
classes. And I would even condone it for Freshman Composition.
But to require all students to attend classes Is unfair.
Being In college, we students are usually able to make
decisions and choices to help us throughout our lives. Sometimes nobody's perfect-we make mistakes; but we learn.
I am requesting that, as a protest to this Injustice, we students
use the tactic of civil disobedience. If everyone misses 25% of
our classes-will the administrators fall us all? Not on your life.
Name withheld by request

?kj0t

But where was that national
pride two months ago? And I
wonder if this pride In our
nation will still be with us two
months ahead when the crisis
is overt
Americans have shown great
strength during crisis. Patriotism
reached some of its highest
points after the bombing of
Pearl Harbor and after the
Cuban Missile Crisis under Kennedy.
No one needs to remind us
that a few years ago we also
were at one of the lowest
points of faith in our country.
College students led much of the
discontent during that period
also.
The time now is for us to
join together going into a dccade with a new sense of feeling toward America. I think it
is time for students to get involved with the affairs of our
government.
The basis of government Is
politics and politics should not
be a four letter word!
Students worldwide, as pointed out in Iran, are a major factor in the social and political
structure of their countries. Wc
should and can show our support of our nation by becoming
an important political force.
In 1978. a dismal 20 percent
of the under 25 years old age
group voted, the lowest among
all age groups. But we have the
potential to have an impact and
play an important role in the
1980's if we become involved
now!
It shouldn't take a crisis for
us lo realize the value of this
great nation, let us get involved and show we care about
our future and America!

waati to know...

What kind of attendance
policy, if any, does Wir.throp
need?
Photos and Copy
BY TIM HARTIS

. "I don't think they, need
one really. I think we're adults,
and we know what we're here
for. We know we are supposed
to attend classes. School is
just like my employment; I have
to do what I'm supposed to do."
Ellen L. Henderson-junior

"I don't think they need
any. Students should be mature
enough to make their own
decisions as to whether or not
to attend classes. They paid
their money, so it should be
left up to the individual to
decide."
Kay Matthews:freshman

W» can't
afford to
waste it.
"I don't know if they need
one 1or not. I guess it would be
pxx for students having trouble
attending classes, but the people
who go regularly wouldn't need
one."
Terri Swails-freshman

"I think the professors should
set up their own attendance
policy. Each professor has his
own standards. Some figure it's
up to you, and otheis would
prefer you to be there every
day."
Patricia Beer-sophomore

I
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Big-college sports use small colleges
By STEVE PALMER
OXNARD, CA (CPS)--Oxnard
College doesn't look like much.
Situated oil a few treeless
acres 40 miles north of Los
Angeles, the 5000-student campus quietly services a local
community preoccupied with
the orange and housing industries.
Until recently its primary
diversion was provided by a 22year-old basketball player named
Craig Gilbert, who last year
lead the Oxnard team to an
Impressive 28-5 season and a
berth in the state small-college
basketball tourney. Gilbert's performance was exciting enough
to draw the attention of even
University of New Mexico
basketball recruiter Manny Goldstein. Indeed. Goldstein successfully convinced Gilbert to trans
fer to New Mexico for the 79-80
season. But the recruitment,
and a Duke discovery by police
officials, started what is probably the worst college sports
scandal since the early 1960s.
The scandal revolves around
allegations that sports programs
at New Mexico, Arizona State,
San Jose State, Oregon, Oregon
State and Utah (a number of
other schools are also under
investigation) falsified the academic records of some of its
athletes to help them meet
NCAA eligibility requirements.
The allegations have raised a
number of serious questions
about the lengths to which some
universities will go to assemble
winning teams. Not least of the
questou is how big-time sports
programs can victimize both
small-tin e colleges like Oxnard
and ambitious small-college players like Gilbert.
All the questions were raised
almost by mistake last March
when the New Mexico Organized
Crime Strike Force, investigating
illegal gambling operations, tapped a phone conversation between Goldstein and New Mexico
head coach Norman Ellenberger
that implicated both In a reported scheme to fix Craig Gilbert's
college transcripts and make him
eligible to play for the Lobos
this season.
.
Goldstein, according to law
enforcement charges, had an
Albuquerque printer manufacture ap official seal of 7200studect
Mercer
County
Community College in Trenton,
NJ. Goldstein allegedly used the
seal to make bogus Mercer
credits appear legitimate, and
then, according to prosecutors,
arranged to have those fake
credits mixed in with Gilbert's
Oxnard credit*. Investigators
subsequently charged that Goldstein conspired with Oxnard
trainer Robert Maruca to pay
Director of Admissions Dr. John
Woolly
$300
to mix
in the fake Mercer credits
with Gilbert's real
Oxnard
credits, and thus make the
player eligible to transfer to
and play for New Mexico.
Anl on Nov. 23, FBI agents
in Los Anples intercepted •
forged
Mercer
transcript
had been mailed special delivery b a n New Jersey.
That's when the scandal
began to unravel.

"We were at practice one
afternoon and these guys in
suits came in," Gilbert remembers. "They looked like
policemen, and some of us
joked about their b«ing from
the phone company. They took
us into a room one-by-one, and
asked us if we had ever been
paid to play ball, did we know
about any gambling. . . stuff
like that They asked me if I
knew I was ineligible to play
because of my transcripts. I
told them no."
The suited guys were FBI
agents who, after further questioning, discovered that at least
six othsr Lobo players had
questionable credits on their
transcripts.
The Albuquerque investigation, following a trail of smallcollege and extention-service credits, soon spresd to cast doubt
on the academic records of athletes at Oregon State, the University of Oregon, and the University of Utah.
In some cases, athletes had
gotten academic credit without
ever attending class. In some
others, the athletes hadn't even
known they'd been enrolled in
the classes.
Rock Richmond and Mike
Honeycutt of Oregon received
credit from extension courses
offered by Rocky Mountain College of Billings, MT., and
Ottawa (KS) University. Neither
player had ever attended class.
When Oregon State found that
football player Leroy Edwards
had also received credit from
Ottawa, it checkeu further to
find a bogus grade from a
Florida junior college. And
though University of Utah basketball player Danny Vranes
was originally cleared of charges
that his Ottawa credit was improper, he was subsequently
ruled ineligible to play, and
Utah had to forfeit Qve basketball games this season. Similar
instances
of
academicallyineligible students playing have
caused Arizona State and San
Joee State to forfeit, games as
well.
Goldstein and Ellenberger,
meanwhile, have been forced to
resign, and face criminal charges
of pbone and mail baud.
Otherwise, th* players are the
ones paying most of the price
of the scandal so far. Gilbert,
who ouldn't meet NCAA transfer requirements of at least 48
hours of credit and a 2.0 grade
point average. Is only one of
about a dozen basketball players
who can't perform this year.
Gilbert himself comes from
the poor side of the tracks In
Santa Barbara, CA. Pinning his
hopes on his basketball skills,
he gained a name for himself
at Santa Barbara High Schoo>
and then at Santa Barbara
City College.
City College Athletic Director Bob Dlnaberg remembers
Gilbert as not much of a student, but "a hell of a bell
player." In fact, at the end of
his first City College season,
Gilbert found himself short of
credits, and was ruled Ineligible
. for the nest season.
He'd repaired his grades by
the 1978-79 etaoo, which be

spent at Oxnard, a Warn that
usually gets a little more press.
It was after in Oxnard-L.A.
Trade Tech game that Gilbert
was first approached by Manny
Goldstein.
"He came up and asked me
If I wanted to take a ride."
But rumors of over-aggressive
recruiting at New Mexico made
Gilbert wary. "Some friends
told me it was like Las
Vegas," referring to the University of Nevada-Las Vegas
basketball program, which has
been repeatedly scrutinized and
barred from championship play
for high-pressure recruiting practice?. "They said it wouldn't
be long before they (New Mexiico) were caught. But I decided
to take the ride with this guy,
and I saw the crowd at the Pit
(UM"s arena), and decided 'this
is the place.'"
Gilbert's story is not atypical.
"There are any number of
young men who are put in these
institutions who don't belong
there," exclaims George Killian,
executive director of the National Junior College Athletic
Association (NJCAA).
But big colleges court small
college players for several good
reasons.
Carman DiPoalo, football
coach at Santa Barbara City
College, explains, "The advantage that the junior college
player represents is that the
recruiters are looking for play-

en to fill particular needs. The
junior college players have had
two years to improve. They're
more of a known quality than
players just out of high school.
Academically preparing junior college players for transfer apparently isn't difficult.
"At some of these junior colleges, it doesn't take a whole
lot to complete 48 hours of 2.0
work," New Mexico admissions
director Robert Weaver told
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED.
And some of the small colleges actively push transfers.
DiPoalo regularly prepares and
distributes athletic resumes for
his more talented players.

Asked why schools would
condone such shady practices,
Maruca silently takes a slip of
paper, and writes one word on
it: Boosters.
"You're a pawn, I'm a
pawn,',' he explains. "We're all
pawns. If you don't have money,
you're a pawn."
An Oxnard player in the
office adds, "It just comes
down to how far a teamll go
to get a player."

Dr. Woolly at the admissions office refused to talk to a
reporter, except to snap, "I'm
really incensed. I hadn't heard
Yet sometimes "the univer- of Goldstein or Ellenberger unsities are kidding themselves if til this thing came out in the
they think they can take these papers."
kids out of the junior colleges
and expect then to perform
And Gilbert is still conacademically," t-ie NJCAA's fused and upset. "I was just
Killian contends. "At the uni- playing basketball. I didn't
versities a kid plays his two worry about the transcript beyears, and leaves without any cause they told me it was okay
degree."
to play." More thoughtfully,
But players aren't the only he adds, "We got taken by fast
victims. "I'm finished,'" sighs talkers . . . by the fast recruitBob Maruca. the Oxnard train- ers."
er through whom Goldstein
For now, he says hell proallegedly tried to fix Gilbert's
trandcript. Sitting in the con- bably return to New Mexico to
finish
the academic year.
verted trailer that houses Oxnard's athletic department, he Though ineligible, he still thinks
swears, "It's ridiculous. All I do about playing big-college ball
here is coach soccer and train somehow, somewhere. He- says
the kids." He picks up a soccer he's considering transferring
ball, and spins it. "Now I won't again, this time to the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
find a job anywhere."

LANGSTON'S
TownCenter Mall

ANNUAL WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
20% to 50% off
-SUITS -SPORT COATS -PANTS
-DRESS SHIRTS -SPORT SHIRTS
-SWEATERS
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TEL 9:00

Senate meeting
On Wednesday, January 16,
at 7 p.m., the twelfth meeting
of the Wlnthrop College Senate
was called to older by Senate
President Jimmy Williamson.
Roll was taken and the minutes
read from the last meetirg by
Senate Secretary Kay Massey.
Devotion was read by Senator
McDoniid. Since there were no
committee meetings held this
week, there were no committee
reports.
Old business began with the
reading of a letter from Student
Government president John
Hayes, president Hayes' letter
stated that he was vetoing Bill
7-79-80, concerning tne elections bulletin. The letter also
proposed some changes to the
Election Bulletin. These changes
were suggested
by
SGA
President Hayes and Dinklns
Student Union President Ronnie
Laffitte. The changes concerned
requirements for those who wish
to run for SGA President,
Vice-President, and Attorney
General and also those who wish
to tun for Dinkins Fresident,

Seeing 20-0?
A contact lens has been
fjund in the counseling
center. Whoever lost one
may claim it at 203 Crawford Health Center. If they
can find their way .. .
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Vice-President, and Program
Board Standing Committee
Chairpersons. The changes also
dealt with the stipends awarded
to those holding these positions.
The bill, as "mended by Presidents Hayes and Laffitte, passed.
New business began with
Resolution 1-79-80RS, which
dealt w'ih Black Week. In the
past, Black Week has been partially funded by the SGA.
Resolution 1-79-BORS, "is to
publicly acknowledge and endorse the activities associated
with and centered around Black
Week." The resolution passed by
affirmation, no vote was taken,
but ' no senators denied the
passage of the resolution.
The next order of new business concerned recommendation 7-79-80RD. The purpose of
this recommendation Li to recommend that the TATLER
questionnaire committee repoit
its findings to Senate by February 20, 1980. Recommendation
3-79-80RD had set the proposed
date at January 00 and in order
to receive a larger percentage of
student Interest, it would be
beneficial to present the questionnaire on February 13, Elections Day, to the student body.
After the information is gathered from the questionnaire, Recommendation 7-79-80RC would
require the findings to be
reported to Senate by February
20, 1980. The recommendation
passed Tint reading and was referred to the Ru'es and Regula-

NEWS BRIEFS

tion Committee.
The Senate then heard
from Dean Morgan, of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
concerning the proposed
attendence (absence) policy.
The proposed policy has been
formulated by the Academic
Affairs committee, which is
composed
of
faculty
members and one student.
Ginger Threatt, and will be
voted on by the Faculty
Board later In the semester.
There were many questions
to Dean Morgan concerning
the proposed policy. The
policy, if passed, would take
effect in the fall of 1980.
Dean Morgan then talked
about the way Wlnthrop ends
Its semesters. Dean Moigan
feels that It is difficult for
seme students to attend all
regular classes the last week
of the semester as they aie
burdened with the pressures
of studying for final exams.
Dean Morgan said that he
would like to see classes
end one week earlier and the
l « t week be reserved lor
final exams or final projects,
Instead of continuing to have
lectures up until the very
last day.
President Williams then
asked for any announcements and adjourn ec the
meeting.
'

For Swingers Only
The Winthrop Golf Association will hold a meeting on
February 5 in Dinkins Auditorium at 1 pjn. Ts>- purpose
of the meeting is to elect new officers and plan our annual
event calendar.
The WGA, has been active for the past year and was
recently officially recognized as a sports club by the Intramural Beard. Events sponsored or co-sponsored in 1979
were an 18-hole Fun Round, the Dinkins Open, a MemberGuest Tournament and a Short Iron Clinic taught by Bud
Welch. .
Membeishlp is open to the college community In three
division: students, faculty/staff, and spouses/dependents.
Annual dues are $5. Anyone interested in membership or
more Information should contact Rlsher Brabham (Wesley
Foundation, 327-5640) or Tom Webb (Dinkins, 2249).

Model U.N. Openings
The 1980 Winthrop Model United Nations has openings
for participation. Student Coordinator Joyce Plyler says
that the.e are 10 openings for students interested in heading up a Model UN delegation.
Plyler adds that they prefer students applying have
previous experience in the Model UN. She says that there Is
also a need for Wlnthrop students to act as pages and
sergeant-at-arms.
The Model UN is scheduled for April 16-18. To apply
call the Model UN office at 323-2253.

Role of Women Seminar
A six-week seminar exploring the evolving role of
woman, her role in society and culture, her expectations,
and her identity began at Wesley Foundation Jan. 23 and
will continue every Wednesday at 7 pjn., through Feb.
27. The seminar is conducted by Sister Pat Blaney of the
Newman Ministry and Sharon Olthof, Lutheran Campus
Ministry at Winthrop.
For more information please contact Sister Pat Blaney
at extension 323-1207.

Scuba Course Offered
Joynes Center for Continuing Education will offer a
five-week course in scuba diving starting January 28 and
continuing thru March 3.
The class will meet in Peabody Gym room 136 from
6.30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. The instructor for the course will
be Larry Ogbum of the Wateree Diving School located in
Camden and1 Columbia.
A fee of S105.00 will be required for students who go
thru the registration procedures to receive credit for the
course. For students who do not receive credit, a fee of
$110.00 will be required. Both fees include the use of
equipment and textbook.
Students who complete Uie course successfully will
receive a PADI certificate in scuba diving.
A weekend scuba diving trip will be required.

Home Ec Scholarships
Students in the School of Home Economics are invited
to apply for the following scholarships: Ruth L. Hovermale,
Virginia Kelly Langston, and Betty Feezor. Applications
may be secured in the Dean's office, 200 Thurmond Building. Students with financial need should contact their
department chairman regarding the Johnson-Walker and
Landrum-Layton Scholarships. Additional information Is
posted in Thurmond Building.

*
FULL UNE OF KTUCEMOfT tMli R* TOUR CH-TWtt-TRACTOi-aiKl ENGK
WE ALSO HAVE PARTS FOR IMPORTS

CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
I3SI
366-3105 m
1453 CHERRY RD.

ROCK HILL. S.C.

10% discoskt to WiRthrop studeats I employees with WC I.D.
I
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SNEA Elections
The Student Education Association has appointed a
nominating committee to nominate state officers to serve for the 1980-81 school term.
Nominees will be running for the following offices:
president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer.
Anyone who Is a member of the Student National
Education Association (SNEA) or who is planning to
become a member of the SNEA during the next school
term of 1980-81 and Is Interested in serving as an officer
for the Student Edu-aiin; Association, contact Miss
Felicia Butler for further detail.
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Education is facing a long winter
By JULIAN WEISS
WASHINGTON,
D.C.
(CPS)-The education issues
that Congress will consider
during 1380 may not to u
dramatic at the 1979 Strugglee over equal rights for.
women athletes or the creation of the UA Dept. of
Education, but what they
lack in drama they will make
up tn vehemence. For 1980
will be colleges' Yara of
Money In Congress as politicians wrestle over legislation
thct will Influence higher
education binding through
1985.
The trench warfare over
funding wDl climax with the
debate over the proposed
Hitler Education Reauthorization Act of 1980. One
lobbyist predicts a "wild and
wooly debate." Others see It
as a particularly bitter fight
over what kind of direction
hi^ier education should follow during the next half
decade.
The reauthorization bill
win serve as Congress' enabling legislation for virtually
all federal blgier education
programs. Its final shape and
emphasis will Ml a lot
about what wfil happen to
various programs through
1985, when another
authorization bill win have
to to passed.

The House pasaed its version of the act in the tall by a
whopping 385-15 vote, much
to tte Joy of the Washington
education lobby. The House,
after an. Increased funding
for a variety of financial
aid
programs-BEOGs,
SEOGs, work-study, and
NDSIa, among others-bom
$5 billion to $7 bAlton.
The bill, moreover, provides a new formula for distributing financial aid that
wiU pa; for 70 percent-up
from the previous 50 percent
limlt-of the cost of education for eligible students. It
was nothing less than "a
fantastic bin," according to
Joel Packer, who steps down
this month as lobbyist for the
House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee.
Now, however, the bill
must go to the Senate, where
sentiment seems to be strongly in favor of cutting education funding.
"I don't see that our
version (of the bin) wDl to
as expensive," speculates Senate education committee
staffer Rick Jerue. "The
marching orders cooing from
Members (of the committee)
teO us to examine coats carefuUy."
Education lobbyists see
some cause for optimism in
the action by the committee-chaired by Sen. Claiborne

Ibnight,
let
it be

LowenbrSu.
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PeH (D-RJ.)-io raise funding
for the National Endowment
for the Humanities and the
National Endowment for the
Arts for the aext fiscal year.
Both programs work with and
help fund college programs.
After the Senate completes lta version of the bill,
of course. It win go to a
Senate-House
conference
committee to iron out what
promises to to substantive
differences in funding and
philosophy. It is there that
the tenor of higher education funding through the first
half of the new decade wDl
probably to decided.

pec ted from this Congress. Even
so, some programs might be
threatened.
"The figures I've seen aren't
particularly reassuring," Packer
notes. "It wUl to a tight budget
year. Even increases cannot always keep up with the inflation
rate."
The reauthorization bill,
though the most important
single piece ,rf_education legislation this yeir, isn't the only
college issue date for debate
in 1980. Among the more Important ones:
-A 1979 General Accounting Office report declared the
government's method of eval-

-Depending on what's In
President Carter's February
study of the state of the U.S.
armed forces, there may to a
new effort to revive the draft.
-Christine Stafford of Rep.
William Ford's crucial House
education subcommittee thtaka
"accreditation proposals may to
heard (this year) if the White
House continues interest." Proposals would transfer accreditation authority to the states
from the academic bodies that
currently judge schools' performances and qualifications in the
disciplines.
The election campaign also
seems to have doomed Sen.

"Trend) Warfare" over bills that'll shape colleges in 1985.
'It's going to be wild and
wooly,"
understates
Jerry
Roschwalb, lobbyist for the
American Association of Land
Grant Colleges and Universities.
"The House and Senate versions
wUl probably to pretty different
on a lot of points."
The Congresriond Budget Office projects tuat the House
version would authorize around
$47 bmion for college programs
through 1985. While that figure
doesnt Insure a bright binding
future for federal college programs, it Is considerably higher than many lobbyists had ex-

uating and funding "developing
institutions" was "largely unworkable." Som? "developing
schools"~govemmentese
for
some two-year colleges-were actually found ineligible for federal aid last year. The discoveries may be put in legislative
fcrm this session.
-"Truth-in-testlng" legislation that forces open records
for standardized exams will be
debated, probably in the spring.
-A bill boosting aid for Vietnam-era veterans seems certain
to include increased benefits for
college tuition and supplies.

V

Edward Kennedy's bill to create
a special tuition loan bank-for
students.
Last year, criticisms that the
bank would effectively push interest rates on loans to students
sky high helped keep the measure bottled up in committee.
This year the senator's campaign, which has already preoccupied much of hia Washington staff, is expected to stall
consideration of the loan bank
as well as Kennedy's bUi to restructure medical school " funding.

Everything
you alwgys wanted
mabeec

THANK YOU
Winthrop

And less.

O 1977 Brewed by Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee. Wl. U.SA.
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College Board endorses truth in testing
NEW YORK, NY (CPS)-In a
major reversal of policy, five
major standardized-test mcnufacturers have released a list of
"Public Interett Principles" that
include many of the points of
"truth-ln-testing" legislation that
the manufacturer had vigorously opposed in the past.
The testing companies emphasize they still cppose truthin-testing laws, but say they

t

tVAU M

hope to find less expensive
ways of implementing the principles in those laws on their
own, without state or federal
regulation. While one company
spokeswoman said the firms
still haven't concocted ways to
actually Implement the principles they now endorse, a company critic dismissed the principles as part of a "canot-andstick policy of manipulating
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students."
The principles themselves obligate the Ave manufacturers-the
College Board, Educational Testing Service, Graduate Management Admission Council, Graduate
Record
Examinations
Board, and Law School Admissions Council-to find ways
to allow students to verify their
scores and to see their completed tests. The manufacturers
also pledged to redouble efforts to eliminate bias from test
questions.
Students' inability to verify
their scores or review completed tests lead to proposed
"tmth-ln-testlng" laws In California, Colorado, Florida, Ohio,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania. A
bill creating a national truthln-testing law will be reconsidered In Congress this spring.
New York passed its law last
summer, and it became effective Jan. 1,-1980.
Test manufactures, however,
claim such laws force them to
cut back on the number of
times they could offer exams,
and to raise exam fees. The
College Board, for example,
says it costs $93,000 to develop each new Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). If it is forced
to make each test public, the
College Board says it must
pass the added expense on the
consumers.
Manufacturers have periodically made their predictions
come true since the New York
law passed and the national
bill was Introduced in Washington on July 25.
The College Board has cut
the number of times it will
offer the SATs in New York in
half, raised its exam fees, and

stopped scheduling special exam
dates for handicapped students
and others.
The American College Testing (ACT) service Is also offering its tests fewer times In New
York, adding that other statei
that pass such laws win suffer
similar consequences.
And on January 7, a week
after New York SAT fees were
raised to $10 for all students
and $14.65 for students who
wanted their tests mailed back
to them for review, the Association of American Medical Colleges took the truth-ln-testing
law to court. The med schools
claimed the law requiring that its
MCAT questions be made public
violated its copyright on the
material.
"It's clearly a case of Carrotand-stick policy of manipulating
students," says Donald Ross of
the New York Public Interest
Research Group, which lobbied
in favor of the truth-in-testing
law.
Ross sees lists or principles,
released Jan. 3, as the carrot.
"It's an attempt at self-regulation. Whenever an Industry is
faced with public regulation,
they try to come up with a
way to regulate themselves. The
trouble is that industries can
never regulate themselves as effectively as the public."
Mary Churchill of the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
in Princeton, NJ„ readily admits the list of principles was a
response to the legislation.
"The legislation accelerated
what we had been discussing
here for several years." She adds
that ETS had neatly published a
similar list "several years ago,
but for one reason or another

decided not to."
Publication of the list nowalthough it Incorporates many
of the points In the law-doesn't
mean ETS Is less opposed to
the New York legislation and
the truth-in-testing bill In Washington. "What we find crippling," Churchill explains, "Is the
requirement that every time a
test 's given it must be made
public."
The manufacturers' advocacy
of making test answers public Is,
she adds, a principle that the
manufacturer* aren't sure how
to put into practice.
She suspects the manufacturers will make "public" exams
optional. Students who want
their tests back would pay more
and could only take the exam
at a certain time. All other
students would take the exams
at a different time, at a lower
cost.
Churchill is no more certain how the manufacturers
would fulfill their pledge to
allow students to verify their
scores. Because of computerized scale scores, verification Is
"tremendously complicated." In
the interim, "we stated (the
principle) low-key to give us
time to work something."
But would self-regulation, as
opposed to state and federal
regulation, restore the number
of test dates and lower exam
fees to their pre-law levels?
"No," Churchill says, "I doubt
that. There is going to have to
be a little more test development in any case."
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Monday thru Saturday 11-3
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Sleeks

Ham and Cheese sandwich with potato or soup 1.99
Open Face Roast Beef sandwich with potato or soup 1.99
Soup and Chef Salad 2.19 - Roast Beef sandwich with
potato or soup 1.99 - 5 Oz. Chopped Sirloin and
Mushroom Gravy with potato or soup 1.59

We also offer nightly and other luncheon specials
OP*" Swdoy-lkirsday 11-10, Friday ad Saturday 11-11
2531 Owny Ed. Rock Hill

15% Off All Steaks All Week
TownCenter Mall
324-1363
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CUSTOM PRINTING
& LETTERING
GREEK LETTERS
OPEN: 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. Monday thru Saturday
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M
III 111 I •
BISCUITSfor$L09

BREAKFAST HOURS
4-19:30 > . • . Moa.-Sat.
Good at all part>cipatir.g
COUPON EXPIRES
Hardee's Please present
this coupon before
FEBRUARY 11, 1980
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.
Customer must pay any
sales tax due on the
purchase price.
This coupon not good in comNO. 12 bination with any other offers.

naso6E£
2 STEAK or HAM I
BISCUITSfor$L19
BREAKFAST HOURS
Good at an participating
6 - I I J ® *.••. MOM.-Sal.
Hardee's. Please present
COUPON EXPIRES
this coupon before
FEBRUARY 11. 1980
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.
Customer must pay any
sales tax due on the
purchase price.
This coioon not good in comNO. 12 bination with any other otters.

Hankex:
ROAST BEEF I
Hfor$L79

Good at a* participating

COUPON EXPIRES

FEBRUARY 11. 1980
M s coupon bdora
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.
Customer must pay any
soles tax due an the
purctiase price.
Thra coupon not good in co.nNO- ' 2 bination with any other oderk.

;Med.SQFT B f f ifor$L79
COUPON EXPIRES
Good at an participating
Hardee's. Please present
FEBRUARY 11. 1980
this coupon before
ordenng. One coupon
per customer, please.
Customer must pay any
sales tax due on the
purchase price.
Tnis coupon not good in comNO. 12 bination with any other offers.

HaidGefc

Good at all participating
COUPON EXPIRES
Hardee's. Please present
FEBRUARY
11. 1980
this coupon before
ordering. One coupon
per customer, please.
Customer must pay any
sales tax due on the
Purchase price.
This coupon not good In comNO
- 12
bination with any other oltera.
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Creamers believe
in helping others

ATTENTION!
May

By FRAN STARNES

Graduates

Thirty or more elementary
school kids gather In a circle.
As they push their way to the
center of the circle, heads lean
back, eyes stare straight up at
the sky.
"Man them jokers are big,"
a little boy lays. He pulls off his
cap to get ,a better view. His
blue eyes stare in amazement.
"They're as tali as a tree."
"What do you eat to get
like that?" another little boy
says. He pulls the nearest big
guy's pants leg.
Ronnie Creamer looks at his
twin brother Donnie. They
break out in wide grins.
"Peanut butter," Ronnie
ays.
"Pinto beans and potatoes,"
Donnie says.
The above scene is a familiar
one to Ronnie and Donnie
Crearjer, 6'10" Identical twin
brothers who are forward and
center starters for the Winthrop
Eagl« men's basketball team.
"Well say, "you'll grow 6
inches in 3-weeks time," says
Donnie Creamer, "if youll cat
what your mama puts on your
table' . . . so the kids go home
and eat that good food."
Sometime in February, "Real
People," an NBC television program, Is coming to Winthrop to

ORDER
Graduation

Regalia

Invitations
Personalized
Jan.

Cards
Feb.

28

8

5:00

8:30

Winthrop
College
Store

College
! Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.
A Represent*** from TJie KeOonel Center tor Pnl*g*
Training's lawyer's AxMJtfant Proqrzm wilt* on campus
on Frtdtr. Oct. 5. from 9:00 i n . - noon 1 the Placomont
Offtee to meet Interacted students. For more Mormuboa
contact the PMvment Office or Th* NrBoml Center for
Parattca/ Trunin®, 13!9 Peeefttrae fioetf. « £ Sute 430.
Atttnre. Georgia 3C32t. (404) 299-1000.

rPlease send me informaoon about a career as a lawyer's!

Kuans
City

Stale

Zip

Phone"
College

;

Yr. Grad
i
1W
•SPUING DAY
Feb 11 • May 9

:—:
•SUMMER
• SUMMER OAY
June 12 • Seot. 9

•SPRING eVc
Msrtti 18' Sept. 20

UFALL
•FALL OAY
Sept
Sept.. IS
U •- bee.
Uec 16
16

OFAU. EVE
Oct. 21-May 9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

W e can't

fowasto

iHurrmHTmiaiK

do a piece on the Creamer
twins. Ronnie and Donnie an
also trying to get into THE
GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD
RECORDS for being the world's
tallest twins.
Donnie, a Willlamston native,
admits that he and Ronnie like
to work with young children.
Getting into THE GUINESS
BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS
would be nice, but the main
reason they want to do It is
"to do a lot of work after we
finish school to help with the
Shriner's Hospital for crippled
children in Greenville, to help
raise money."
Ronnie Creamer. Donnle't
older brother by less than two
minutes, says that they like
helping "any kind of charityanybody that needs help." They
wouldn't mind taklnj part in
Ripley's Belleve-H-Or-Not features and maybe ride on bicycles
in parades.
The Creamer twins try to
help young people in other
ways. They give speeches at high
school banquets. On local radio
stations they do drug commercials, hoping to discourage
young people, especially thoae
who might be going into sports,
from taking drup.
"I want to help young
(Continued on page 13)

QUALITY TYPING
Fast, accurate typing of term papers,
reports, resumes, letters, and much
more for only pennies per page!
ALL PAPERS ARE
TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.
Weekends:
Coll anytime.
Weekdays: Before
9:30 ajn. or
after 5:30 pjn.

Phone 328-0763 today

lMI«IMIWn.....HrrinmmilW)tMtHir»BiniM«[ii»iii, , iiWBftii
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Creamers believe.
(Continued from page 12)
kldi," Ronnie uys. "So many
people have helped me and I'd
like to return the favor."
Ronnie and Oonnle came to
WLithrop to play for NtoSd
Gordon, Wlnthrop's
athletic
director and mer.'< basketball
coach, but that's not the only
reason. They came "to build
basketball up, to give young
ldds In Rocfc H1U the chance to
go to a school near thai*
homes," Oonnle says.
"By coming h»re, it started
an athletic program which opened up ways for more scholarships for more guys and girls,"
Ronnie says. He smiles. Then
hit face takes on a serious look,
head high, eyes straight. "In the
long tun, it's going to help everybody . . . a lot of high school
students who are out there
fitting to play ball-soccer or
(maybe) baseball."
When the 1979-80 basketball season ends, the Creamers'
playing davs on the Wlnthrop
Eagles' men's basketball team
will also end. And the Creamers believe in giving credit
where credlt.ii due. They say
that the other guys on the

team are "carrying the load"
and that "every player is Important."
Presently their main goal is
to try to make It to the district playoffs and go to Kansas
to represent Wlnthrop College In
the national championship. They
have been instrumental In helping two other schools make it
to the nationals. As lonnie
put It: "It takes all fifteen
guys." They want to go out
saying that at each school they
attended they "were a part of
helping the other guys on the
team take the team and the
school's name to the national
championship." Even after they
leave Wlnthrop they would like
to remain a part of the Wlnthrop Athletic Program in some
way.
The Creamers say that because they are twins and because they are so tall they have
received a lot of publicity. In
fact, they have been on numerous television programs and
toured throughout the United
States. They have also traveled
abroad. During the summer they
participated on the 1979 NAIA
Australian Tour Team.

Ronnie and Donnle admit
that there are times when their
6'10" heights are a handicap.
Doorways, clothes, small automobiles, school showers and
beds are among the things that
cause problems for the twins.
"Wo have to order most of
our clothes from Chicago,"
Oonnle says. He adds that "the
shower knobs hit us at our
chests." When they were In
Australia, people would stick
their heads out of their cars
because the Creamers' heads
were meeting the green traffic
lljht signals.
'Some people were bom
with the talent to be smart In
books," Donnie says, "but we
were bom with the talent to
be tall. We enjoy it."
Ronnie recalls how tills year
hasn't been one of his best. He
believes that because he played
basketball extensively in Anatolia he became tired and
hasn't played as well as he
usually does.
"My game went away from
me, but I feel like now it's
coming back to me," Ronnie
says. "But in those times when
you're supposed to be doing
eveiything and you're doing the
least, and you're losing when
you're supposed to be winning,
you cant bury yourself in
life." He stands tall and sounds
like a southern preacher preparing for a sermon. "When
you lose," he continues, "you
cant n<n and hide and not Barbara Reynolds, no. 30-, Bonnie Reynolds, no. 31; Ronnie
come out . . . . If we get beat, Creamer, no. 12 and Donnle Creamer, no. 13. (Photo by PAO)
the next day I'm in class."

J
ft

BY PENNY THERRELL
ATTENDANCE BREEDS RESPONSIBILITY
In response to Bonnie Jerdan's article concerning the proposed
attendance policy, I feel that the entire- Idea Is a great one. I
feel that It's just about dme that the students at Wlnthrop start
taking a little responsibility for their lives. There is no reason
that I can think of why an adult should have to be spoon fed
all of fie time.
The [treatest argument that I have heard against the attendance po'lcy is that the student will no longer have the right to
deddv. Wi'Ue that may be the case, the students have already
mtde the ultimate decision, the decision to attend college and to
give it their best shot. If you dont feel that you got anything
out of the classes at Wlnthrop then maybe you shouldn't be
here. You could just sit home and read text books for an education.
While I agree that it may seem like a waste of time to sit In
some classes that you really dont feel are benefiting you, you
nave to look at It from an adult angle. If you aren't responsible
enough to attend a few classes a day then how do you ever expect to hold a job that you will have to go to for at least eight
hours a day?
Believe it or not evan the most boring class Is beneficial.
There Is always something to learn In the classroom that you
can't gat out of the book.
My opinion on thi policy is also that it is fair and very lenient.
Under lie new policy you will be able to miss almost a c'.saa
every week. Now if you can't make It to class twice a week,
then maybe you tiiould seriously consider why you are in college. If you paid all of that money to sit around In Dlnkins or
to go to the chopping center during class, then fine. If you want
to get an education that will benefit you In the future,, then the
new policy may be doing you a bigger favor than you think.
For those of you who may be like I am, you mean well, but
•nmetlmes you just don't get the Inspiration to go to class, the
new policy will be just the answer to your problem. It definitely
will make you think twice before you reach over and turn off
the alarm dock.
Before you get all upset about attendance becoming mandatory, think about the facts. We came to college to leam, so we
should use every resource available, which Includes classes. We
are all adults who need to begin to develop good habits, and the
policy isn't the end of all cutting. There will still be a great number of days that you will have the decision to stay In bed.
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Another
dynamic duo
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Iranian deportations turn into
on-again9 off-again affair

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Presldent Carter's visa review of
they both played volleyball and Iranians studying In the U.S.
basebill but actually dldnt start has become an on-again, offDid you ever dream when playing basketball until they again affair that has left most
you were in high school that . were freshmen In high school Iranian students uncertain of
you would be a celebrity? Well, due to the low interest in their status.
neither did Barbara and Bonnie women's athletics in the North.
With a December opinion
Reynolds, that is not until they
The girls had offers to play that "It Is not the business of
came to Winthrop this year and basketball with other colleges the courts to nnsj judgment on
became the second set of iden- such as Newberry, Columbia the decisions of tie President in
tical twins to play basketball College and even a school In foreign policy," the throe-judge
for !he college.
Iowa. When asked why they
Washington, D.C., Circilt Court
COT)ins to Winthrop from chose Winthrop over the other overturned an earlier District
Spring Valley High in Columbia, colleges the twins said that they . Court ruling that the governS.C., Barbara, 5'-10tt" and loved Winthrop the first time- ment's roundup of Iranian stuBonnie S ' - l l " play forward, that they saw it and just never dents was unconstitutional. The
center and guard for the girls' considered going anywhere else.
Circuit Court ruling allowed the
team. Along with Ronnie and
roundup to proceed, but the
Donnie Creamer, the college's
Growing up the twins never issue is headed for the U.S.
other set of identical twins, the had any big problems with comSupreme Court, according to
girls have been exposed to an petition. According to them, some lawyers involved.
unbelievable amount of publi- being a twin is an advantage.
Iranian students sued the
city since they came to Win- It gives you someone to lean government soon after Presitlirop last August. Both sets of on and someone to support dent Carter's November 11,
twins have had interview offers you. As chOdren the girls were 1979, announcement th».t all
from Real People, Carolina Cam- dressed ilike, but now that they college-age Iraniais in Uie U.S.
era. The Spartanburg Herald, have the choice they choose to
would be subject to a review of
and numerous TV and radio at least be a litUe bit different.
stations in South Carolina. When asked if they ever wished visa and &;holastlc records.
Everyone wants to know what that they hadn't been twins, Those who had violated the
terms of their visas would be
it's like to be an identical twin the girt! replied, "We don't deported.
who plays basketball for Win- know, we don't know what it
throp.
In a joint suit, Iranian stuvould be like to be anything
According to Bonnie and else."
dtnts from Arizona, California
Barbara all of the recent attenBonnie and Barbara are both and New York convinced Distion that is beii.g heaped on Business majors and at this trict Court Judge Joyce Green a
them is nice, and doesnt ,'nter- time plan to get jobs in a re- month later that the govern-:"e with their basketball ga.-ne lated area. Neither of them plans ment was singling Iranians out
at ail. It was certainly some- to pursue a fliture in sports, for special treatment, and thus
thing that they never expected however they did voice an inter- was discriminating against them.
to happen. The girts said that est in trying for pro basketball.
they get stared at, pointed at Both giris also voiced an interest
and talked about just about in getting married.
everywhere trey go now. When
Both Reynolds twins share
aski-d if the looks and com- common looks, interests and
ments bothered them, the twins goals. From a distance there
replied that "everyone likes may appear to be little differattention."
ence between the two; howBarbara and Bonnie Rey- ever, Bonnie and 3arbara choose
nolds are originally from Minne- to think of themselves
as
sota and didn't come to the individuals who are fortunate
southern states until they were enough to be part of a great
in high school. While in school duo.

Judge Green enjoined the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) from conducting further visa checks. INS
spokesman Verr. Jervis said at
the time the INS had already
interviewed 53,000 Iranians and
had found 6,255 eligible for
deportation hearings. Jervis
speculated that the Injunction
meant that "no action will be
taken", against the "out-ofstatus" students.
The Dept. of Justice, however, successfully appealed on
behalf of the INS and the Injunction was lifted.
Janet Graham of the INS

By PENNY THERRELL

INTERESTED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY?
W.C. TATLER is seeking on
experienced photographer
for part-time employment.

-Paid Position -Challenging
-Flexible Hours -A Way To
Meet People -Campus-Wide
Recognition Of Work
CALL FOR INFORMATION: TATLER—
ext. 2289, AMY USSiRY-3223,
SHAWN O'NBLL—3037

says that the agency went on
to conduct another 3,PRC Interviews by Dec. 31, i_.d had
raised Its estimate of the total
number of Iranian students In
this country to 70,000.
"From here on out," Graham reports, "we will be looking for those students who did
not report. But nothing will be
done probably until the court
makes any additional decisions.
Eriq Liebennan, an attorney
for the Berkeley-based Confederation of Iranian Students, predicts a request for a Supreme
Court review of the cases Is
"aimost a certainty."

Miss South Carolina search
Applications are now being
accepted from all over the state
for the annua] Miss South
Carolina pageant to be staged
in Charleston, South Carolina.
The two-day event will begin
on March 28,1980.
All judging In this pageant
is based on poise, personality,
and beauty of face and figure.
Applicants must be between the
ages of 18 and 28, never
married, and at least a 6 months
resident of South Carolina, thus
college dorm students are eligible and welcome. All girls Interested In competing for the
title must write to "Miss S.C.

CLASS

OF

Pageant Headquarters, 173H
Rutledge Avenue, Charleston,S.C. 29403," by Febrfiary 16,
1980. Letters must include a
recent photo, a brief biography
and phone number.
The girt chosen Miss S.C. will
represent her state in the Miss
U.S.A. pageant, nationally televised on CBS-TV in May. The
new winner will be awarded a
host of prizes including a competition evening gown for the
Miss U.S.A. Pageant, as well as
a two-week stay on the beautiful gulf coast of Bilox", Mississippi, including round trip air
fare.

1981

ORDER
your

official

CLASS RIMft
Tuesday
5:00
Dinkins

, Jan. 29
- 6:00

Student

$ 25.00

Center

Deposit
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Iranians opting for marriages
(CPS)-Recent attempts by
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to track
down and deport "out-of-status"
Iranian nationals studying in this
country have apparently sparked
an upsurge in Iranian marriages
to Americans.
All Parvaneh and Jenann Self,
both University of Florida students, were married Nov. 29.
Not coincidently Parvenah, an
Iranian, was scheduled to appear
the ne\t day for a deportation
hearing In Jacksonville.
Under immigration law any
foreign national who marries
an American citizen is eligible
for permanent visa.
While Parvaneh had been engaged to Self since March his
fears of deportation "pushed"
the newlyweds" plans forward.
INS prosecutors attempted to
deport Parvaneh when it was
discovered that he had not
been a UF student since spring
quarter. Parvaneh claimed that
the UF registration office had
made a mistake in his records,
and that he had actually been
attending classes throughout the
summer.

More than" 90% of breast cancers can be
detected with the' use of a simple, easy-to-use
device called tHe h'uman hand.
But if you're Over 50, or have a family
. Wstoryjrf breast cancer , ^please... ask your
doctor about a mammogram. It's a sate,
kuv-dose X-ray that can detect a cancer long
h&5re a lump can be felt.

American Lancer Society f ,
000 peoplefighHngcancer.
ra»w*irommmi)i>i»

nmuMim AS A run* MHVK »

Behind Kimbrell's Liqtor Store
Cod 366-2923 to rosonro yow ko«

erupted.
"The crisis has heightened
Americans' awareness of the
problems of the Iranians," she
said. "I wouldn't be too quick to
jump to any conclusions."
The INS is keeping a close
eye on the Iranians' nuptials,
however, just in case.
John Drastel, acting district
director for the INS, says,
"We don't want people to
many just to stay here."

Student sex
p r o b l e m s increase
(CPS)—The sexual revolution
may be here, but it apparently
isn't easy going for the revolutionists.
Dr. Gary Margoiis, a counselor at Middlebury College in
Vermont, says health professionals on college campuses are
now spending one-third to onehalf of their time dealing with

students who have sex-related
emotional problems.
Margoiis, according to Zodiac
News Services, claims that the
stress of sexual intimacy on
campus leaves some students
anxiety-ridden and depressed
and even can be the cause of
headaches, stomach aches, and
insomnia.

A LOOK AT HISTORY
AND CURRENT EVENTS
By Dr. Birdsall Viault. Professor of History. Winthrop College
Communist China continues
to struggle with the problems of
economic development and
rapid population growth.
The major economic development during 1979 was the govemment's decision to focus on
morerealisticplans.
During the National People's
Congress last summer. Premier
Hua Guofeng outlined a threeyear program to "readjust, restructure, consolidate and improve" the national economy.
Hua's program marked the abandonment of the ambitions goals
for steel and grain production60 million tons and 400 million
tons respectively by 1985--announced in 1978.
The official Xinhua news
agency justified the revised plan
as "one step backward in preparation for a leap forward."
During 1979, the Chinese
also began to encourage foreign investment and to accept
loans ftotn foreign banks.
Of particular importance was
the enactment of the Chineseforeign joint equity venture law.
This will enable the Chinese
government to cooperate with
foreign companies In j number
of areas: electric power and
other energy programs, transportation | and communications,
iron and steel, electronics and
precision machinery, plastics and
construction materials, and agricultural machinery.
Joint ventures will be encouraged especially to produce
for export However, a portion •
of the output may be allowed
to enter the domestic market,
^particularly If the products, wfll

WE CATER
KEG PARTIES
Discount
Beverage And Party Shop
* NATURAL LIH $2.06 6-PACK
•DRUMM0ND BROS. $1.99 6-PACK
* MILLER KEGS $3750
*FITH or MATEUS or LANCERS
3 for $10
2236 Eboaozer Rd.

In New York City, First
Deputy Clerk Herbert Ryans
claims: They're marrying like
crazy. In fact," he adds, "I've
married 12 in the last week."
But Mary Thompson, recently retired director of the International Student Service in New
York, says she doesn't believe
it. She thinks that Americans
are just taking note of the Iranians actions more that they
did before the crisis in Iran

enable a reduction in the import of finished goods, such
as color TV sets.
Another significant aspect
of China's new economic program is the government's commitment to raising living standards, especially in the countryside. Beginning with the 1979
harvest, the government Increased i, purchasing price of
grain by 20 percent. Prices paid
for cotton, vegetable ofl and
pork rose by about 25 percent.
China's problems of economic development are compounded by the fact that the
country's population Is rapidly
approaching the billion mark.
The gover.iment has launched
an expanded program of birth
control and has also initiated a
propaganda campaign to encourage the one-child family.
According to this campaign, one
child is wonderful, two are
more than adequate, three are
too many, and four will warrant penalties.
Chinese demographers estimate that there would be 240
million fewer births over the

next 20 years if each of the
newly married couples had only
one child.
Current birth patterns, however, do not offer much basis
for this optimism. During 1978
alone, some 17 million babies
were born. In 30 percent of the
families, the babies brought the
number of children to three or
more.
The government recognizes
that propaganda alone will not
suffice to reduce the birth rate.
At the National People's Congress last summer, a new family
planning law was proposed.
If this law is enacted, married
couples with only one child
will receive child health subsidies, higher pensions and
priority in the allocation of
housing in the cities and of
land in the country. Couples
with more children will have
sanctions imposed on them.
It remains to be seen whether
a combination of propaganda
and legislation will change the
nation's attitude toward one of
its most popular productschildren.

Speech & Hearing Screening
The Department of Communications announces that
speech and hearing evaluations wBl be offered for those
students electing teacher education and other interested
students.
Date* are Monday, January 28 through Friday, February
8. Screenings wfli be held In 117-A Johnson between the
hour* of 10:00 *jn.-12:00 pjn. and 2:004:00 pjn. daily
during die two-week period. It is not neceaaiy to make an
appointment.
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Men win three straight
By DAVID JACKSON

America's Super Bowl
BY DAVID JACKSON
Super Bowl XIV la now history and, as expected, the Pittsburgh Steelcrs captured their fourth National Football League
championship in the last six years with a 31-19 victory over the
surprising Los Angeles Rams.
In my opinion, the Super Bowl Is one of America's two greatest sports attractions (the other btfclg baseball's World Series).
Each January, It attracts over 100 million television viewers
world-wide and an Immeasurable interest from people who are
otherwise not particularly big football fans.
Tickets to the big game (and over 103,000 of them were
sold to this year's game at Pasadena's Rose Bowl) can be scalped
for hundreds of dollars. Thousands of households across the
nation plan Super Bowl parties. A single minute of advertising
on CBS's telecast of the game could be brought for no less than
S450,000.
It Is interesting that one football game could grab such an
Immense hold on American Interest, particularly an American
interest which is currently troubled by such things as the Iranian
Crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, high gasoline and on
prices, and a general rise in the cost of living.
Yet, perhaps these problems are the very reason that the
Super Bowl (and other certain athletic events) enjoy such a
popularity. As CBS spcrtscaster Jack Whltaker pointed out at
the beginning of the Super Bowl telecast, Americans could use
the game as an excuse to sit back, relax, and forget about their
troubles. People no doubt do this for a lot of their games.
Another major factor behind the Super Bowl's popularity,
as I see it, is an American desire to watch the ultimate. People
have always been more Interested in the final presidential election than the primaries or nomination races; in the major battles
rather than the preliminary skirmishes.
With the Super Bowl, one does not have to be concerned
with such confusing things as team records, league statistical
leaden, and divisional or playoff races. Instead, this game matches (supposedly) the NFL'5 two best teams in a contest to decide
football's true and ultimate champion.
This kind of a situation makes It easier for the average and
below-average football fan to Identify with the Super Bowl
players and their teams, in the two weeks before the actual
ldckoff, the nation's sports pages devote most of their time to
the two teams involved and Its readers are exposed to virtually
every ange of the upcoming game-from Pittsburgh's high powered offense to Los Angeles' stubborn defense; from Mean Joe
Greene's Coke commercial to a Ufa story of the Rams' relatively
unknown young quarterback Vince Ferragamo.
This year's Super Bowl matched up two teams who could
-asHy be identified with. Pittsburg and Los Angeles entered the
game under opposite circumstances and with different appeals.
Pittsburgh had Its share of rooters in Super BowlXTV because
people admire the best, those workers who are true masters of
their craft. I like to think that the Steelers provide some Inspiration for those who feel down and frustrated about r'aelr work
because it was not too long ago that Pittsburgh was one of the
worst teams in football On 1969, Chuck Noll's first year as coach
they had a record of 1-18).
Of course, many people chose to roct for the Steelers because "everybody loves a winner." Bandwagons like this will
always be full of opportunistic riders. Indeed, with three NFL
titles under their belts arid being established a 1(M point favorite, the Steelers looked like sure winners over the Rams.
While Pittsburgh appeared to be an invincible machine, the
Los Angeles Rams entered Super Bowl XIV as the prototype
of the underdog. Many people regarded the Rams as losers, but
losers of a different sort.
By capturing the NFC West for the seventh straight year, the
Rams set a.league record for consecutive divisional titles. However, in the six playoff trips prior to this year's, the Rams had
lost and had often looked terrible In doing so. Thus, they had
been branded as chokers who would never make it to a Super
Bowl.
To make matters worse, Los Angeles had eked out this year's
divisional with only a 9-7 record. However, their two playoff
wins over Dallas and upstart Tampa Bay, put them into the big
game despite the worst record In Super Bowl history. After years
of frustration, the Rams had made it.
Because humans are naturally sympathetic, underdogs like the
Rams will always have their supporters. On last Super Sunday, for
over three quarters, it looked as If the underdog might have its
day. However, the Pittsburgh machine. Blanks to such parts as
Terry Bradshaw, John Stailworth, and Lynn Swann,showed their
true championship caliber and rallied for the 31-19 win.
But to me, the most important thing about 1980's Super
Sunday was the fact that, for over three hours, hundreds of
millions of Americans forgot theirs and the world's troubles and
concentrated on a game. Maybe this Is organized sports' most
important contribution.

For the first time this
season, Winthrop's highly regarded men's basketball Eaglet
had an undefeated week and
the three wins registered during
this time probably represented
their best and most consistent
basketball of the year.
It was simply a great week
for the Eagles. Following a tenpoint loss to the league leading Francis Marion Patriots,
Winthrop's record stood at a
barely respectable 7-7 and their
Dunkel rating was fifth in the
district and way behind the
leaders.
However, following impressive wins over USC-Spartanburg
(84-76), USC-Aiken (87-79), and
Limestone (96-81), Nleld Gordon's dub now stands at 10-7,
and they are rated the third
best team in District 6. With a
"power rating" of 40.8 (their
best ever), Winthrop trails only
Francis Marion (43.2) and Lander (42.6) In the league standings which determines the
matchups for the season ending
championship tournament.
Reflecting on the district's
rating system. Eagle coach Nleld
Gordon says that "I don't know
how to figure out the Dunkel
system. This week, I figured we
could be as low as 6th or as high
as third and we wound up
third."
Gordon cautions against an
overemphasis on the Dunkels,
saying that "they should be an
afterthought. They don't win
games for you and that is whit
we have got to concentrate on
that."
Despite the confusion of
the Dunkel ratings (teams with
better records may have a
lower rating and vice-versa),
Gordon maintains that by the
end of the season the teams
with the best records will be at
the top of the Ust.
If Winthrop can keep up or
even better Its current pace,
they may well wind up with
one of the league's best records and ratings. After that
horrendous 3-6 start, the Eagles
have won seven out of their
last eight and looked particularly Impressive against USCijpnrtanburg and USC-Aiken.
In both of these games (as
well as in the othei, less Impressive win over Limestone),
Winthrop took a big lead and
then repelled comeback efforts
by the opponents.
Against Spartanburg, an away
game, the Eagles held a thirteen
point lead on four separate
occasions, the last being a 5441 advantage with 16:32 left to
play.
It was at this point that
Spartanburg made its best ran at
the Eagles. With ten minutes to
go, they had narrowed the margin to four at 59-55. However,
three and a half minutes later,
WC had built the lead back up
to 67-57.
Again, USC-S came back.
Within the next two minutes,
they had scored two straight
baskets and were on the line
with a one-and-one, trailing only
67-63 with 3:41 left. However,
the Rifle player missed his free
throw and Winthrop regained
cor.'rol of the game, hit impor-

Tha odds are that Bennie Bennett made this free throw.
Hie 6'1" junior from Gable, who is recovering from minor
aurgeiy, made 9 out of 10 foul shots in Winthrop's 81-71
win over USC-Aiken (Photo by AP. Copley)
tant free throws and made key
breakaways down the stretch
(one of them resulting In a
vicious dam dunk by Ronnie
Creamer). The final score was
84-76 in favor of the Eagles.
Two nltfits later, in a home
match against USC-Aiken, Winthrop raced out to a lead which
had its apex at 32-18 with
6:49 remaining in the first
half. However, Aiken cut this
margin to five before a Charlie
Branson basket made it 39-32
athalftime.
In Hie second half, Winthrop
built a 15 point lead at 47-32
with 16 minutes to go, only
to see that lead shrink to 69-64
with 2:43 left. However, Winthrop again held on for the win,
hitting lead preserving free
throws and making the final
score 81-72.
The weekending win over
Limestone 'vas less impressive
than these two as the Eagles
looked sloppy at times in their
96-81 win over the poor shooting and outmanned Saints. The
game was further marred by 55
personal fouls whistled by a
pair of over zealous referees.
After the trials and tribulations of the early season, Nield
Gordon Is obviously pleased
with the way his team is playing
now. "I think that the real key is
that we're getting good, consistent play out of a lot of people."

"Before Christmas, we had'
only one or two people playing
well-tiow we've got just about
everybody playing well. Tim
Raxter is playing the best ball
of his career, Donnle Creamer
has been our most consistent
player, Ronnie Creamer is always capable of having a good
night. Rick Riese has been our
most consistent guard., and Dave
Hampton has provided a great
steadying Influence."
Gordon indicated that he
will stick with this starting
lineup and continue to bring
Bennie Bennett and Charlie
Branson off the bench. Bennett and Branson are probably
the best sixth and seventh man
tandem in the district.
There was one sad note last
week.
Doug Schmieding reinjured his knee against Limestone. His future status is at
this time unknown. A highly
touted sophomore out of Seneca, S.C., Schmieding has been
having knee problems since the
early partoflastseason. According to Go-don, "I have never
had a player with so much talent and potential have such bad
luck throughout his entire college career."
But, overall, things seem to
be looking up for Winthrop. If
they can keep up or improve
upon the current pace, they
will be In awfully good shape
going into March's championship tournament.
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Ellerbe regains winning ways
By DAVID JACKSON
The Eagles took the next
The best thing about the
weekend off and returmd to
Ann Ellerbe's Winthrop Eagle action on Monday, Jan. 21 Wofford game was the fact that
all
of Winthrop's players got
women regained their winning
ways the other week with two with a game against Wofford In Into the game, particularly those
easy wins over USC-Spartanbur.' York. Just as there had been no who have not been receiving
slacking off in the previous much playing time. Ellerbe
and Wofford.
It has been a season of game against USC-Spartanburg, specified the fact that freshman
streaks thus far for Ellerbe's there was still none In this con- Julie Vandlver set a school
Eagles. After an opening game test as Winthrop completely record with 6 steals and her
"really good play gave her the
loss, Winthrop won four straight 83-31 " W a y 0 1 6 h a p ' e S S T e r r i e r s
confidence she had been lackbut then lost four In a row. The
Ellerbe again used all of her ing."
two wins over the opponents
and the team was led in
Winthrop's wins over USCfrom Spartanburg makes their players
scoring
by Cassandra Barnes Spartanburg and Wofford are
seasonal record now 6-5.
with
14
points
(she
was
7
of
8
even
more impressive given the
Hie win over Spartanburg, ftorn the floor). Great balance
fact that Sara Dukes had been
away from home
on
in
Winthrop's
scoring
is
disquite
ill throughout the week.
Thursday, Jan. 17, was a surprisingly easy one. The Eagles, played by the fact that only two The sophomore forward from
coming off of a heartbreaking other players scored in double Newbeny, who leads the team
74-72 loss to strong Francis figures: Nancy Floyd, with 12; in scoring and rebounding, missMarion, refused to let down and and Rosita Fields, with 10. The ed the Spartanburg and was
cruised to a 78-54 victory. rest of the Eagles' 47 points used only sparingly in the
about evenly rout
over
Wofford
(in
The Eagles dominated the en- were distributed
the remaining 9 play- which she scored only two
tire game, building up a 40-27 among
- points).
halftime lead, and the fat mar-, ers.
Winthrop outrebounded the
It was hoped that Dukes
gin allowed Ellerbe to use ell of
shorter
Wofford
team
by
the
would be ready to play In last
her players.
incredible
margin
of
76-32.
The
week's
games against GardnerJan Rampey paced the Eagle
were led In this depart- Webb and Coastal Carolina. Reeffort with 22 points. Including Eagles
ment
by
Rosita
Fields
with
13
ports
on
these two games will
an incredible 10 of 11 shooting
Barbara Reynolds with 10.
be in next week's Johnsonian.
performance. Rampey, who is andAs
strange as it may seen,
The Winthrop
overall
not afraid to take or make long
this lopsided can be record is currently 6-5 and
jump shots, is the Eagles' lead- games
tough
for
a
coach.
As
Ellerbe
they
are
listed
as
the
sixth
ing shooter at 45%.
explained, "You don't want to best small college team in the
let your first string sit too long, state by the Dunkel ratings.
Winthrop"s victory over USC- you want to give everybody a
Spartanburg also saw double chance to play, and you don't Tonight they will take on USCAiken, a team that is currently
figure performances by Rosita want to ran the score up."
rated just behind them. The
Fields, 13; Nancy Floyd, 12;
game
is to be played out at the
Cassandra "CB" Barnes, 10;
Sullivan
Junior High School
and Sharon Dixon, 10.
This win was even "tougher" Gym at six o'clock.
After the game, Ellerbe said for Ellerbe in that Wofford's
weekend, the Eagles
that she was "pleasantly sur- coach is a fellow Winthrop willThis
face a very tough assignprised that we played that well graduate and good friend
ment
as
they travel to Blacksafter a tough Francis Marion Trisha Galney, whose program
burg, Virginia, for the Virginia
game. I had feared a bit of a let- at Wofford Li in Its very first Tech
Invitational
Tournament.
down."
year. Unless you're Tampa Bay On Friday, Feb. 1, East
it seems that such letdowns football's John McKay, you Tennessee
St. and Georgetown
have been a big problem for don't want to run the score up will play at
seven while Winthe year's Eagles. Says Ellerbe, on your friends.
throp
will
take on the host
"We have been sporadic-playing
However, because of the Virginia Tech Gobblers at 9:15.
good one time, then slacking huge talent gap between the On Saturday, Friday's losers will
off and playing bad. Hopefully, two teams, this particular could play
consolation game at 6,
we have stopped the slacking not help being as lopsided as while athe
winners play for the
off."
83-31.
tournament title at 8:15.

this week's schedule
MEN'S BASKETBALL
k

Ann Ellerbe says that Sharon Dixon (No. 32) "is reallv
d fcn
F^Sph"?
£ ,f a n d rebounding" at center for the
y Blmbo
Ilc jJd)
Armour, courtesy of the Evening

trivia quiz
Here's a little test to challenge your sports knowledge. This
weeks questions are on the Super Bowl-and the answers
are upside down.
1) In the 1970 s only three teams represented the NFC In
the Super Bowl. Two of them were Dallas (who made the
trip five times and won twice) and Minnesota (who played
and lost in four Super Bowls). One NFC team went only
one year: who was it, what was the year, who was its
opponent and what was the score of the game?
2) Name the MVP'S in Pittsburgh's four Super Bowl wins.

Monday, Jan. 28-VOORHEES AT SULLIVAN JR. HIGH (8:00)
Thursday, Jan. 31-Wofford in Spartanburg (8:00)
Saturday, Feb. 2-Limestone In Gaffney (7:30)
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Monday, Jan. 28--USC-AIKEN AT SULLIVAN JR. HIGH (6:00)
R
f " n d of Virginia Tech Invitational vs. Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, Va. (9:15).
Saturday, Feb. 2-Final Round of Virginia Tech Invitational in Blacksburg, Va. (6:00 or 8:15)

3) Joe Namath is notthe only old AFL player to guarantee
a Super Bowl win. In 1967, a Kansas City Chief made
such a claim on the eve of his game against the Green Bay
Packers. Who was he?
4) Name the only franchise which has gone to the Super
Bow! twice under two different coaches, the years thev
went, the scores of the games, and the names of the coaches
themselves.

answers

Dunkel ratings

•BIOSSUUIJV IdAO U|*

MEN
(as of Jan. 21)
1) Francis Marion
2) Lander
3) WINTHROP
4) College of Charleston
5) Erskine
6) USC-Aiken
7) Voorhees
8) USC-Spartanburg
9) Newberry
10) Central Wesleyan

WOMEN
(as of Jan. 21-records and ratings unavailable)

Recoi J

Rating

14-2
16-2
10-7
11-5
9-7
8-11
11-3
12-6
10-10
9-10

43.2
42.6
40.8
39.2
39.2
38.2
37.7
35.2
35.1
3-1.5

1) South Carolina St.
2) College of Charleston
3) Francis Marion
4) Erskine
5) Claflin
6) WINTHROP
7) USC-Aiken
8) Lander
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7 spent my freshman year looking for a parking space.

The Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Company certifies Schlitz to be a
beer of uncompromising excellence expertly brewed using only
pu n ,?waS the very tej b-JJf
malt, and select heps andg.aips.
Every drop carefully aged a n ( |
chUHagered for superior quality.

Schlitz makes'fem great.

TJ/DSU HAPPENINGS
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DSU HAPPENINGS
ATS entertainers
Jan. 29-30
Feb. 1-2

David Ezell
Tim Bays

Tim Bays' music reflects his diverse interests.
He waves easily from an epic folk-stop- song
and singalong to an Infectious samba, from a country blues number to a jazz-flavored ballad, torn
the character of an old man languishing in a downtown rooming house to that or a low-rent gigolo.
Admission to ATS is a WCID. All acts begin at 9.

Caribbean
cruise deadline
Sign Up Deadline: February 22,1980 - Deposit of $260
which is non-refuhdable, but transferable.
Trip: May 4-11. Seven exciting days and nights aboard
the S.S. Calypio.
More Information: Call Katy Krai in the DSU office,
224 S.

DSU short course
Planning to get married soon or just want to learn some
helpful hints on planning a wedding? The Bridal House wirt
DSU have the answer, try their short course on planning
your wedding."
Sign up at Dinkins Information DesK.
Free with a WCID.
„„„„„
Jan. 29, Feb. 5, 12,19- Dinkins 220 - 7:30-8:30

Dinkins
Student
Union

Wanna go skllnj on Sugar? For $18, you
get transportation to and from Sugar Mountain, lift tickets, and equipment. If you take
your own equipment, the price Is only $14.
Sign up at Dinkins Information Desk. Deadline for the February 8 trip is February 1.
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